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Abstract
This thesis presents a new verification concept, the virtual accelerator, for dose calculation algorithms used in treatment planning systems (TPSs) for external beam radiotherapy. The algorithm input data required to implement a treatment unit in the TPS are generated by Monte Carlo simulations as are the beam reference data needed for the subsequent evaluation of the dose calculation algorithm. The virtual accelerator and its corresponding unit in the TPS can thus be used for comprehensive verification of dose calculation algorithms in the TPS.

The virtual accelerator concept provides a new means of verifying dose calculation algorithms in TPSs. Properties that are difficult or even impossible to assess using conventional measurements can be studied. Problems associated with conventional measurements, e.g., detector limitations and accelerator stability, can be circumvented. The flexibility of the virtual accelerator is high since additional beam reference data can be acquired without compromising the consistency of the data.

The feasibility of the virtual accelerator concept has been demonstrated by the successful implementation of a virtual photon accelerator and a virtual electron accelerator in commercial TPSs. The success of the implementations was determined by the ability of the dose calculation algorithms to reproduce the algorithm input data, and in most cases the agreement was within ±2%.

The advantages and usefulness of the virtual photon accelerator have been illustrated in a mediastinum and a hip-prostheses-like geometry. The ability of the virtual photon accelerator to generate both total dose and the primary and phantom-scattered components was used to study the performance of two dose calculation algorithms in the presence of metallic implants.

The virtual electron accelerator has been used to study the performance in homogeneous and inhomogeneous phantoms. Studies of the beam model and the handling of patient-specific inserts in the dose calculation algorithm were possible due to the ability of the virtual accelerator to separate the total dose into beam model components.

Another advantage of the virtual accelerator that has been utilized for both photons and electrons is the possibility of evaluating the accuracy achievable in anthropomorphic phantoms based on patient X-ray computed tomography data. This feature has been used for photon algorithms in the case of tangential breast treatment and for the electron algorithm in the cases of nose, parotid gland, thorax wall and spinal cord treatment. For the electron cases, an elliptical $\gamma$-evaluation was performed in three dimensions. For the 0.02 Gy/2 mm criteria 92% of the volume receiving more than 0.85 Gy per 100 monitor units (MU) has $\gamma$-values less than one in the worst case. The corresponding value for the volume receiving more than 0.10 Gy/100 MU is 98%.
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## Abbreviations

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Abbreviation</th>
<th>Definition</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1D</td>
<td>One-dimensional</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2D</td>
<td>Two-dimensional</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3D</td>
<td>Three-dimensional</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CC</td>
<td>Collapsed cone</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CT</td>
<td>X-ray computed tomography</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dta</td>
<td>Distance to agreement</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EGS</td>
<td>Electron-Gamma-Shower</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EPS</td>
<td>Exit phase space</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HU</td>
<td>Hounsfield units</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IC</td>
<td>Ionization chamber</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MC</td>
<td>Monte Carlo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MR</td>
<td>Magnetic resonance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MU</td>
<td>Monitor unit</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OMP</td>
<td>Oncentra MasterPlan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PB</td>
<td>Pencil beam</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PET</td>
<td>Positron-emission tomography</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PSF</td>
<td>Point spread function</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SD</td>
<td>Standard deviation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SPS</td>
<td>Source phase space</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SSD</td>
<td>Source-skin distance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TLD</td>
<td>Thermoluminescent dosimeter</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TPS</td>
<td>Treatment planning system</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>QA</td>
<td>Quality assurance</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
1 Preface

1.1 Introduction
Radiotherapy is an important modality for both curative and palliative treatment of cancer. It can be used either in combination with, e.g., surgery and/or chemotherapy or as the sole treatment modality. The proportion of cancer patients that would benefit from external beam radiation therapy, at least once during their illness, has been calculated to be 52% (Delaney et al 2005). It has been estimated that about half of the cancer cases in Sweden receive radiotherapy (Ringborg et al 2003).

The aim of radiotherapy is to deliver a very accurate absorbed dose to a well-defined target volume with minimal absorbed dose to the surrounding normal tissue, especially highly radiosensitive organs. The uncertainty in the delivered dose to the patient should be less than 3-5% (1 standard deviation, SD) (ICRU 1976, Mijnheer et al 1987, Brahme et al 1988, Wambersie 2001). However, it has been recognized that in some cases, e.g. in palliative treatment, higher uncertainties are acceptable (Wambersie 2001). Precise dose delivery, both geometrically and dosimetrically, is therefore crucial for the successful outcome of the treatment.

The geometrical issues associated with dose delivery and patient positioning, inter- or intra-fractional, can today be managed due to the introduction of advanced imaging and delivery techniques allowing high conformity of the delivered dose to the target volume (Mackie et al 2003, Mageras and Yorke 2004, Herman 2005, Jaffray 2005, Webb 2005). However, large geometrical uncertainties are still associated with delineation of the target volume and organs at risk (Leunens et al 1993, Giraud et al 2002). The accuracy in volume delineation can today be improved by complementing routine X-ray computed tomography (CT) with a variety of imaging modalities. Both anatomical and functional modalities, such as positron-emission tomography (PET), magnetic resonance (MR) and single-photon-emission computed tomography are used (Paulino et al 2003, Rasch et al 2005).

The dosimetric issues are associated with the accuracy of the commissioning process of radiation beams in homogeneous water phantoms, the subsequent stability of the treatment delivery equipment, and the in-patient dose calculation. Recommendations regarding beam calibration under reference conditions (i.e. absorbed dose determination at a single point in a well-defined geometry) and relative dosimetry in homogeneous water phantoms have been given by several organisations (e.g. AAPM 1991, AAPM 1999, IAEA 2000, IPEM 2003). The in-patient dose calculation is performed with dedicated computer-based treatment planning systems (TPSs) that model the dose, based on input data acquired in simple homogeneous geometries.
Monte Carlo (MC) simulations are considered to be the most accurate method available for particle transport and dose calculations in radiotherapy (Rogers and Bielajew 1990, Mackie 1990, Andreo 1991, Ma and Jiang 1999, Rogers 2002, Verhaegen and Seuntjens 2003). Some MC-based algorithms for electron beam treatment planning are commercially available, but the majority of the photon algorithms in commercial TPSs are still based on analytical models of varying complexity. Irrespective of the type of the algorithm, MC or analytical, the user must be aware of its inherent limitations. To achieve an uncertainty of less than 3-5% (1 SD) in the dose delivered to the patient all the uncertainties in the radiotherapy chain must be minimized, including those associated with treatment planning. The validation of dose calculation algorithms in TPSs is commonly performed by comparisons with measured data. The reliability of measured data sets is dependent on the stability of the accelerator, e.g., energy, output, flatness, and symmetry which may vary in time and can only partly be controlled. Other possible limitations on measurements are related to the choice of detector and experimental set-up, which may restrict the number of comparison points and introduce dosimetric problems.

This work presents a MC approach, a virtual accelerator, for use in the verification of dose calculation algorithms in TPSs. This approach circumvents problems associated with conventional verification procedures, and enables studies of properties that are difficult or impossible to assess from measured data.

1.2 Aims of the work

The overall aim of this work was to develop a novel verification concept, a virtual accelerator, for dose calculation algorithms used in external beam radiotherapy. The virtual accelerator is based on Monte Carlo simulations of both algorithm input data\(^1\) and beam reference data\(^2\). By introducing the virtual accelerator into the verification of dose calculation algorithms, problems associated with conventional measurements can be avoided. Properties that are impossible to measure can be studied and dose distributions in geometries where it is impossible to perform measurements can be evaluated.

The first aim was to demonstrate the concept of the virtual accelerator. The feasibility of implementing a virtual accelerator in treatment planning systems for both photons and electrons is described in Papers I and III.

---

\(^1\) Algorithm input data refers to the data required for implementation of the treatment unit in the TPS (IAEA 2004).

\(^2\) Beam reference data are data measured by the user to evaluate the quality of the dose calculations (IAEA 2004).
The second aim was to demonstrate the usefulness and the advantages of the virtual accelerator and to investigate the accuracy achievable in a number of situations using three model-based dose calculation algorithms, two for photons and one for electrons.

For photon beams a pencil beam-based algorithm was evaluated:
- in a mediastinum geometry (Paper I) and
- in the presence of metallic implants (Paper II).

A point spread function-based algorithm was evaluated:
- in the presence of metallic implants (Paper II).

For electron beams a MC-based algorithm was evaluated:
- in homogeneous water phantoms (Paper III),
- in the presence of air and bone inhomogeneities (Paper IV) and
- in anthropomorphic phantoms (Paper IV).

1.3 Outline of the thesis

Following this introductory chapter, Chapter 2 discusses some of the issues related to the accuracy and uncertainty in external beam radiotherapy. Chapter 3 gives a short introduction to the MC method and the advantages of MC methods in the verification of dose calculation algorithms in TPSs are discussed. The virtual accelerator concept is introduced and the virtual accelerators for photon and electron beams used in this study are described. A brief overview of the dose calculation algorithms for photons and electrons is given in Chapter 4, as well as aspects regarding their performance in homogeneous and inhomogeneous geometries. The conclusions and suggestions for future work are presented in Chapters 5 and 6.
2 Accuracy and uncertainty considerations in external radiation therapy

An essential tool in the radiation therapy process is the three-dimensional (3D) treatment planning system. A typical TPS consists of the following components.

- Anatomy modules in which images from various modalities (e.g. CT, MR, PET) are used to outline target volumes and organs at risk. The multimodality aspect is facilitated by co-registration of image sets.
- A beam set-up/optimization module in which the optimal beam configuration for either conformal or intensity-modulated radiotherapy is determined.
- A dose calculation module in which the dose to the patient for a specific treatment set-up is calculated based on information from CT images.
- A dose evaluation module in which the pros and cons of several treatment set-ups can be assessed and visualized in order to facilitate decisions regarding the optimal treatment for each patient.
- Finally, a documentation module in which information about the treatment can be documented and exported.

The acceptance test, the commissioning (i.e. preparing a TPS for clinical use), and the quality assurance (QA) of a TPS are complex tasks. Many comprehensive, international and national reports have addressed these issues, regarding both dosimetric and non-dosimetric properties (Dahlin et al 1983, Brahme et al 1988, Van Dyk et al 1993, IPEMB 1996, SGSMP 1997, AAPM 1998, IPEM 1999, IAEA 2004, ESTRO 2004, NCS 2005). The user should be aware that the vendor can not guarantee systems without deficiencies, and that all possible sources of error can never be tested. Therefore, it is common to test the TPS over the range of its intended clinical use, which should be borne in mind when new treatment techniques are implemented in the clinic.

During the commissioning of the dose calculation algorithms, and in the subsequent QA, different types of reference data sets are used. The following data sets have been identified in the IAEA\(^3\) report TRS 430 (IAEA 2004):

- \textit{algorithm input data}: data required for beam parameterization, i.e., implementation of the treatment unit in the TPS,
- \textit{beam reference data}: data measured by the user to evaluate the quality of the dose calculations,
- \textit{benchmark data}: data for generic beams published in the literature or arbitrary self-consistent data, and
- \textit{QA reference data}: data used for future QA.

This nomenclature has been adopted in this thesis and in Papers III and IV. Papers I and II were published before these definitions had been established.

\(^3\) International Atomic Energy Agency
2.1 Accuracy requirements in radiation therapy

Normal tissue and tumours respond differently to radiation and the tolerance of normal tissue often limits the dose that can be administered to the target volume. The relationship between the absorbed dose and the associated biological effect can be described by dose-response curves. These curves have a sigmoid shape for both tumours and normal tissue, and the curves are in general steeper for normal tissue. It has been concluded from clinical observations that a difference of 7-10% in absorbed dose can result in detectable tumour and normal tissue reactions (ICRU 1976, Dutreix 1984, Mijnheer et al 1987, Wambersie 2001).

Based on dose-response curves Mijnheer et al (1987) proposed an accuracy requirement in the absorbed dose delivered to the patient of 3.5% (1 SD). Depending on the steepness of the dose-response curves larger values can be accepted in some cases, while in others an even smaller value is desirable.

Brahme et al (1988) recommend a tolerance of 3% (1 SD) in the accuracy of delivered absorbed dose to the patient. They also proposed an action level of 5% (1 SD) above which it is recommended to work seriously to improve the accuracy in the delivered dose.

Wambersie (2001) reports similar requirements to Mijnheer et al (1987), i.e., an accuracy of 3.5% (1 SD). Wambersie (2001) also states that higher uncertainties may be inevitable due to other uncertainties such as treatment planning and dose determination under non-reference conditions.

Based on clinical studies, the International Commission on Radiation Units and Measurements (ICRU 1976) concluded that evidence from some tumours indicates that an accuracy of 5% in delivered absorbed dose to the target volume is required when eradication of the tumour is the aim. Smaller limits, such as 2%, were proposed by some clinicians, but this was considered at the time (1976) to be virtually unachievable.

To meet the high demand on the accuracy of the absorbed dose delivered to the patient, obviously the uncertainties in all parts of the radiation therapy chain must be minimized.

2.2 Uncertainties in the radiation therapy chain

One way of determining the accuracy required in the dose calculation alone is to identify and quantify the uncertainties associated with the dose delivery chain (Johansson 1982, Mijnheer et al 1987, Brahme et al 1988, Ahnesjö 1991, Ahnesjö and Aspradakis 1999, AAPM 2004). Table 1 summarizes data adopted from Ahnesjö and Aspradakis (1999) for photon beams, where the uncertainty regarding the dose at the calibration point is according to IAEA (2000). The currently achievable accuracy is presented together with an estimate of future uncertainties. The uncertainties stated are valid when a comprehensive QA programme has been implemented, and larger errors should be expected for more complex treatment techniques. The effect on the overall uncertainty of different levels of accuracy in the dose calculation is shown. The combined
Table 1. Estimates of uncertainty (in terms of 1 SD) in absorbed dose to the patient for the complete treatment procedure using photon beams. Adopted from Ahnesjö and Aspradakis (1999) and modified according to IAEA (2000).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Source of uncertainty</th>
<th>Uncertainty in % (1 SD)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Present</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dose determination at the calibration point</td>
<td>1.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Additional uncertainty for other points</td>
<td>1.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Beam monitor stability</td>
<td>1.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Beam flatness</td>
<td>1.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Patient data</td>
<td>1.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Beam and patient set-up</td>
<td>2.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Overall excluding dose calculation</td>
<td>3.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Overall</td>
<td>4.0/2.0/3.0/4.0/5.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>4.0/4.4/4.9/5.6/6.3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* According to IAEA 2000

uncertainty, excluding that in the dose calculation, is currently greater than the 3.0-3.5% standard deviation limit for the absorbed dose delivered to the patient. To be able to achieve the accuracy goal the uncertainty must be minimized, not only in the dose calculation stage but throughout the whole delivery chain.

Based on the data in Table 1 and the assumption that the accuracy in the dose delivered to the patient should be better than 3.0-3.5%, the ultimate future goal for dose calculation accuracy should be 1.0-2.0% (Ahnesjö 1991, Ahnesjö and Aspradakis 1999, AAPM 2004). This is in accordance with the 2.0% or 2.0 mm in high dose gradients stated in ICRU 42 (ICRU 1987) regarding the accuracy of computer-produced dose distributions. ICRU has here adopted the shift of isodose lines that is often proposed as an alternative in regions with high dose gradients (>3% change in dose per mm).

Uncertainties in the TPS dose calculation arise from the uncertainty in the original measured algorithm input data, the transfer of data to the TPS and the way in which the data are used. The algorithm input data can be influenced by accelerator stability, the resolution and sensitivity of the detectors, and the quality of the data preparation and analysis. Uncertainties associated with the calculation algorithm itself can arise from poor modelling of the physics involved, lack of appropriate supporting information, inappropriate approximations, poor parameterization, too coarse a calculation grid size, and other limitations associated with either the basic algorithm or its use (AAPM 1998). The beam reference data are associated with the same uncertainties as the algorithm input data.

The uncertainties in the dose delivery chain for high-energy electrons are similar to those for high-energy photons (Brahme et al 1988, IAEA 2000). Hence, the accuracy of dose calculation algorithms for electrons should be of
the same order as for photons. In the past this has not been practically achievable due to limitations in the dose calculation algorithms used (Van Dyk et al 1993, Ding et al 1999, Paper IV). However, the new MC-based electron algorithms that are becoming commercially available have the potential to decrease the uncertainties in electron treatment planning.

2.3 Acceptance criteria for accuracy in TPS dose calculations

The level of accuracy required for radiotherapy is based on radiobiological issues. Thus, the accuracy should ultimately be independent of the complexity of the treatment. However, since an increasing complexity in beam set-up adds larger uncertainties to the dose calculations, a wider criterion may, due to practical reasons, be accepted.

Recommendations regarding the accuracy required or achievable, i.e., the acceptance criteria, for dose calculations have been proposed by several authors (ICRU 1987, McCullough and Krueger 1980, Brahme et al 1988, Van Dyk et al 1993, SGSMP 1997, Venselaar et al 2001, NCS 2005). Some of them are summarized in Tables 2 and 3. A common feature of all the recommendations is that the acceptance criteria are often differentiated into low/high dose gradients and low/high dose regions as well as the level of complexity (inhomogeneities, beam modulation etc.).

The acceptance criteria are often expressed as a combination of dose deviation in low-dose-gradient regions and a geometrical concept, distance-to-agreement (dta), in high-dose-gradient regions. The dta is the distance between a reference data point and the nearest point in the calculated distribution with the same dose value. The reason for this is that the dose deviation concept is very sensitive in high dose gradients, where a small displacement results in a large deviation. The opposite is valid for the dta concept.

In Paper III, where the accuracy of a MC-based dose calculation algorithm for electron beams in homogeneous water phantoms is presented, the 2%/2 mm criteria were used. Both 2%/2 mm and 3%/3 mm were used in the study described in Paper IV, in which the performance of the MC-based dose calculation algorithm was studied in clinical situations.

The use of differentiated criteria based on the characteristics of different structures within the patient, i.e., highly dose-sensitive normal tissue in close proximity to the targeted volume, has also been proposed (Low and Dempsey 2003, Bakai et al 2003).
Table 2. Summary of acceptance criteria for dose calculation algorithms for both photon and electron beams.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Conditions</th>
<th>Criterion photons</th>
<th>Criterion electrons</th>
<th>Reference</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Central ray data</td>
<td>2%</td>
<td>2%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High dose / low dose gradient</td>
<td>3%</td>
<td>4%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High dose gradients (&gt;30%/cm)</td>
<td>4 mm</td>
<td>4 mm</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Low dose(^b) / low dose gradient</td>
<td>3%</td>
<td>4%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inhomogeneity correction</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 Central ray (electron equilibrium)</td>
<td>3%</td>
<td>5%</td>
<td>Brahme et al (1988)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Complex cases</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 High dose / low dose gradient</td>
<td>4%</td>
<td>7%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 High dose gradients (&gt;30%/cm)</td>
<td>4 mm</td>
<td>5 mm</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 Low dose(^b) / low dose gradient</td>
<td>3%</td>
<td>5%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Low dose gradient</td>
<td>3%</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>Brahme et al (1988)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High dose gradient</td>
<td>3 mm</td>
<td>---</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Low dose gradient IC/TLD(^c)</td>
<td>3/4%</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>McCullough and Krueger (1980)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High dose gradient IC/TLD(^c)</td>
<td>4/4 mm</td>
<td>---</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Low dose gradient</td>
<td>2%</td>
<td>2%</td>
<td>ICRU (1987)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High dose gradient</td>
<td>2 mm</td>
<td>2 mm</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\(^a\) Percentages are defined relative to central axis normalization dose. Criteria in terms of 1 SD.

\(^b\) Low dose is defined as dose < 7% of normalization dose.

\(^c\) Acceptance criteria, in local dose, depending on detector: ionization chamber (IC) or thermoluminescent dosimeter (TLD). The criteria refer to a confidence interval of 95%.
Table 3. Acceptance criteria (in local dose unless stated otherwise) for dose calculation algorithms for photon beams according to Venselaar et al (2001).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Regions</th>
<th>Simple A geometry</th>
<th>Complex B geometry</th>
<th>More complex C geometry</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Central beam axis</td>
<td>2%</td>
<td>3%</td>
<td>4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(high dose / low dose gradient)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Build-up / Penumbra region</td>
<td>2 mm or 10%</td>
<td>3 mm or 15%</td>
<td>3 mm or 15%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(high dose / high dose gradient)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Outside central beam axis</td>
<td>3%</td>
<td>3%</td>
<td>4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(high dose / low dose gradient)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Outside beam edges</td>
<td>3%ab (30%)</td>
<td>4%ab (40%)</td>
<td>5%ab (50%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(low dose / low dose gradient)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Field width</td>
<td>2 mm or 1%</td>
<td>2 mm or 1%</td>
<td>2 mm or 1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(defined at the 50% level)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Beam fringeb</td>
<td>2 mm</td>
<td>3 mm</td>
<td>3 mm</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

A Simple geometry: Homogeneous water phantoms, symmetric fields without accessories.
B Complex geometry: Inhomogeneities, missing tissue and irregular, wedged or asymmetric fields.
C More complex geometry: Various combinations of the conditions given in B.
a Percentages defined relative to the dose on the central axis at the same depth or in the open part of the field in the case of blocked fields. Percentages relative to the local dose are given in brackets.
b Distance between the 50% and 90% points in the penumbra

2.4 Assessment of deviations between data sets

The assessment of deviations between calculated (evaluation) and reference data can be a challenging task to perform when large data sets are considered. The terms calculated data and evaluated data will be used synonymously in the text.

The interpretation of the results is facilitated if data are expressed in terms of absolute dose per monitor unit (MU). If normalized data are preferred, the so-called output-factor-normalized dose,

\[
d_{\text{OFN}}(i) = \frac{D(i)}{D(\text{ref. cond.})},
\]

preserves the absolute dose characteristics of the data. \(D(i)\) is the dose per MU at point \(i\), and \(D(\text{ref. cond.})\) is the dose per MU under reference conditions (e.g. at 10 cm depth in a 10×10 cm² field for photon beams).

Absolute dose per monitor unit data and output-factor-normalized data both enable simultaneous evaluation of the relative dose distribution and the absolute dose level. This concept was used in the present work (Papers I, III
and IV) and is also recommended in ESTRO booklet no. 7 (ESTRO 2004). In Paper II, where the same field size is used throughout the study, a standard normalization relative to the dose at 5 cm depth was used. In the qualitative comparison in the mediastinum case in Paper I normalization relative to the depth of dose maximum was used.

Deviations between calculated and reference data can be expressed in absolute or relative terms regarding dose or, in the presence of high dose gradients, as a geometrical displacement of isodose lines. The relative measure can be expressed as,

(i) the percentage of the local reference data

\[
\frac{D_{\text{eval}}(i) - D_{\text{ref}}(i)}{D_{\text{ref}}(i)} \times 100 \% \tag{2}
\]

(ii) the percentage of the dose at a specific, well-defined point within the reference data

\[
\frac{D_{\text{eval}}(i) - D_{\text{ref}}(i)}{D_{\text{ref}}(\text{in field})} \times 100 \% \tag{3}
\]

\(D_{\text{eval}}(i)\) is the calculated dose per MU at point \(i\) and \(D_{\text{ref}}(i)\) is the reference dose per MU at point \(i\). \(D_{\text{ref}}(\text{in field})\) is the reference dose per MU at a point located at, e.g., the depth of point \(i\) \(z(i)\) or the depth of maximum dose \(z_{\text{max}}\), either on the central axis or in an unblocked part of the field. \(D_{\text{eval}}\) and \(D_{\text{ref}}\) in Equations 2 and 3 can be replaced by \(d_{\text{GRV}}\) (Equation 1).

Some of the acceptance criteria for dose calculation algorithms in Tables 2 and 3 are combinations of dose deviations in low dose gradient regions and data in high dose gradient regions. One way to assess this duality is to calculate both quantities and then either select the smaller value of the two, or let pre-defined regions determine which criterion, dose or distance, should be used (Blomquist et al 1996, van’t Veld 1997, Venselaar et al 2001). Blomquist et al (1996) also incorporated the volume concept of ICRU 50 (ICRU 1993), concerning maximum target doses, to facilitate drawing conclusions of the clinical usefulness of the dose distributions.

Cheng et al (1996) and Harms et al (1998) developed a tool for the evaluation of the composite criterion, where only regions that failed both the dose and the geometrical criteria were identified. The result is a binary function, giving the result pass or fail, where the degree of failure is unknown. A further development of this composite criterion is the \(\gamma\)-concept introduced by Low et al (1998). Briefly, the \(\gamma\)-concept combines the spatial distance \(\Delta r\) between evaluated and reference points and the corresponding dose differences \(\Delta D\) using acceptance ellipses in dose-distance space. The \(\gamma\)-concept is visualized in Fig. 1. \(\Delta r\) is, depending on the dimension of the evaluation distribution, the
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resultant distance in the 1D, 2D or 3D Cartesian space. The ellipses are centred on each reference point and the axes of the ellipses are defined by the acceptance criteria: dose difference ($\Delta D_c$) and distance-to-agreement ($\Delta r_c$) (see Equations 4 and 5).

$$\Gamma = \frac{\Delta r_c^2 + \Delta D_c^2}{\Delta r_c^2 + \Delta D_c^2}$$ \hspace{1cm} (4)$$

$$\gamma = \min (\Gamma) \forall \text{ evaluation points}$$ \hspace{1cm} (5)

If preferred, $\Delta D$ can be normalized to either local or global dose. The $\gamma$-value is defined as the minimum distance in dose-distance space and since the acceptance criteria define the axes of the ellipses, a $\gamma \leq 1.0$ represents fulfilment of the criteria. For points that do not fulfil the criteria, the $\gamma$-value provides a measure of the level of disagreement. The angle between the distance axis and the vector defining $\gamma$, indicates the relative contribution of $\Delta r$ and $\Delta D$ to $\gamma$. The angles $0^\circ$ and $90^\circ$ represent pure $\Delta r$ and $\Delta D$ deviations, respectively.

The $\gamma$-tool is not symmetric with respect to the evaluated and reference distributions, and the spatial resolution of the evaluation distribution must be small compared with the dta acceptance criteria to provide an accurate $\gamma$ calculation. The resolution of the evaluation distribution should, as a rule, be $1/3$ of the dta criterion (Low and Dempsey 2003). Spatial interpolation of the evaluation data may therefore be necessary. In the above, and in most applications of the $\gamma$-concept, an ellipse is used to determine the acceptance region, but other shapes, such as cylinders and cones, can be used (Low et al 1998). To overcome the problem of overestimation of the $\gamma$-value due to the discrete nature of the evaluation distribution, Depuydt et al (2002) used the $\gamma$-value as a pass/fail criterion. For the same reason, and to save time, Bakai et al (2003) introduced a different formalism to quantify a parameter similar to the $\gamma$-value based on the locally observed dose difference between a pair of dose points in conjunction with the dose difference and dta criteria. The elliptical $\gamma$-
concept, according to Low et al (1998), was used in one and three dimensions in
the studies described in Papers III and IV, respectively.

The methods described above can lead to a large amount of data. Some of
the evaluation points may exceed the acceptance level, but the overall accuracy
may still be quite satisfactory. To address this problem the confidence limit, \( \Delta \),
was introduced, \( \Delta = |\text{average deviation}| + 1.5 \text{ SD} \) (Welleweerd and van der Zee
number of data points must be used to obtain statistically reliable results, and it
may therefore be necessary to combine data with similar characteristics, e.g., the
penumbra region for different field sizes. The confidence limit can exceed the
tolerance in either of two ways: (1) the mean deviation of all points is too large,
or (2) some points show large deviations translating into too large a SD. The
multiplication factor of 1.5 was chosen somewhat arbitrarily but has proven to
be valid in clinical practice. For the confidence limit concept with a
multiplication factor of 1.5, an acceptable outcome of a test implies that 6.5% of
the individual data points exceed the tolerance (1.5 SD is equivalent to a
one-sided confidence probability of 0.065 assuming a Gaussian distribution).

Another way to condense data is to generate histograms which give a
measure of the level of agreement. This has been performed for the \( \gamma \)-concept
where either frequency or cumulative \( \gamma \)-area histograms and \( \gamma \)-volume
histograms are used to represent \( \gamma \) information in two and three dimensions,
respectively (Spezi 2003, Stock et al 2005).

2.5 Conventional measurements

Uncertainties and limitations in conventional measurements are associated with
the detector system and the experimental setup used, as well as the stability of
the accelerator. Regarding the detector system, the properties of both the
detectors and the readout equipment affect the result.

A radiation detector is a device that provides a measurable response when
exposed to ionizing radiation. The quantity of interest when a radiation detector
is introduced into a medium is often the dose to the medium in the absence of
the detector. However, the quantity of interest when measuring beam reference
data is in most cases the dose to water, since dose calculation algorithms often
calculate the dose to water.

Detectors used in radiotherapy (Kron 1999) can be divided into “point”
detectors and multi-dimensional detectors. Commonly used point detectors are
silicon diodes, ionization chambers, and TLDs that can be used to assess data
at points and in one, two or three dimensions when mounted in an array or
when used in scanning mode. Film is a widely used detector for 2D
applications, where multiple measurements and/or detectors are used to obtain
3D data. A complete 3D detector is the gel dosimeter, which acquires an entire
3D distribution during one measurement (De Deene 2002).

---

5 A computer code, partially based on the 2D code in the DICOM-RT toolbox (Spezi et
al 2002), was written in MATLAB (The MathWorks Inc., Natick, MA, USA).
Depending on beam quality, the type of detector and the phantom, various dosimetric issues must be considered. Some of these are:

- the non-constant medium-to-detector stopping power ratios (Kapur and Ma 1999, Doucet et al. 2003),
- the hyper-sensitivity of radiographic film to low-energy photons (Palm and LoSasso 2005),
- the enhanced sensitivity of silicon diodes to low-energy photons (Rikner 1985), and

The detector/phantom combination determines the number of dose points available for comparison and in most cases \textit{in vivo} measurements are limited to easily accessible anatomical sites.

Geometrical inaccuracies associated with the alignment of the accelerator with respect to the phantom and the positioning of the detector also contribute to the uncertainty. A detector positioning uncertainty of \(\pm 0.5 \text{ mm}\) has been reported (Kosunen et al. 1993, Blomquist et al. 1996).

Algorithm input data and beam reference data are often not measured at the same time. Due to the extent of the data required these measurements can last several days or weeks. The data sets can therefore be affected by stability in accelerator performance, e.g., energy, output, flatness and symmetry. The requirements on the accelerators are of the same order as those on the dose calculation algorithms (AAPM 1994, IPEM 1999). Thus, other conditions, which can only be partly compensated for, may be present when beam reference data measurements are performed. For example, Fippel et al. (1997) found inconsistencies for some geometries in the benchmarking data set for electrons from the National Cancer Institute Electron Collaborative Work Group (Shiu et al. 1992). These could be explained by the fact that some of the measurements were performed with different accelerators on different days.

It is therefore not trivial to compile self-consistent benchmark data sets for verification of dose calculation algorithms in TPSs (AAPM 1998). Studies where MC-calculated data were used to validate the accuracy and consistency of the measured data set have been reported (Boyd et al. 2001).
3 The virtual accelerator – A Monte Carlo approach

The Monte Carlo technique is a probabilistic method suitable for solving complex problems such as radiation transport in matter. The statistical distributions used in MC simulations are derived from the underlying physical properties of the processes involved.

MC methods are today widely used in different radiation therapy applications (Rogers and Bielajew 1990, Mackie 1990, Andreo 1991, Ma and Jiang 1999, Rogers 2002, Verhaegen and Seuntjens 2003). It should be emphasized that the accuracy of the MC method depends on the underlying theoretical models, as well as the software implementation and parameters chosen by the user.

3.1 The Monte Carlo method

The trajectories of individual particles are simulated in the MC method by using random numbers to sample the physical processes involved. Each initial particle and all its secondary products are usually referred to as a particle history in MC simulations.

When traversing a medium, e.g., a water phantom, photons undergo relatively few interactions since the mean free path (in water) of high energy photons is of the order of decimetres. The distance to the interaction point and the properties of the interaction can therefore be simulated for individual photons based on total and differential cross-section data.

The simulation of electrons is a more complex task due to the large number of collisions they undergo during the slowing-down process. As an electron and its secondary particles slow down in a material, they can undergo hundreds of thousands of elastic and inelastic collisions until they are locally absorbed. An event-by-event simulation, as for photons, is thus extremely time consuming. This led to the development of the condensed history technique (Berger 1963). In this technique a large number of collisions are condensed into a single electron step where the cumulative effect of energy loss and changes in direction and position are sampled from multiple scatter distributions. The condensed history technique is feasible due to the fact that the majority of the interactions result only in minor changes in energy and direction.

The quantities of interest, e.g., deposited energy, absorbed dose or fluence, are given as the average quantity over a large number of simulated histories, typically $10^6$ to $10^9$. The MC method usually calculates the absorbed dose to the medium, $D_m$.

3.2 Use of Monte Carlo in the verification process of dose calculation algorithms in TPSs

The introduction of MC techniques offers a new means of verifying dose calculation algorithms in TPSs. Geometric and dosimetric problems associated with conventional measurements, regarding both detectors and the accelerator,
can be avoided. Data can be assessed in three dimensions and evaluation geometries can easily be added when required without compromising the consistency of the data. Another advantage is that beam reference data can be obtained in what is normally considered unmeasurable geometries, such as in anthropomorphic phantoms based on patient CT data (Ma et al. 1999, Francescon et al. 2000, Wang et al. 2001, Spezi 2003, Haedinger et al. 2005, Paper IV). The possibility of using anthropomorphic phantoms based on patient CT data is an advantage compared with standard anthropomorphic phantoms, since the phantoms can be varied. MC techniques also allow detailed studies of properties that are difficult or even impossible to measure, such as the dose and fluence due to individual particle types and sources (Ahnesjö 1989, Wieslander et al. 2001, Papers II and III). The MC method is thus an excellent complement to conventional measurements.

MC methods for dose calculation verification can be applied in several ways. One is to tune the parameters of the MC model to reproduce measured data for specific treatment units in the clinic. The input data to the MC simulation include the parameters of the electron beam exiting the accelerating structure and geometrical specifications of treatment-head components. This tuning process is a rather cumbersome method and deviations may still be present due to inaccuracies in the treatment head geometry or the description of the electron beam (Bieda et al. 2001, Antolak et al. 2002, Faddegon et al. 2005, Popescu and Bush 2005). An alternative method is to describe the properties of the radiation beam based on source models with parameters extracted from measured data. The use of MC methods based on specific clinical treatment units for the verification of dose calculations in TPSs has been described by, e.g., Ma et al. 1999, Ding et al. 1999, Francescon et al. 2000, Lewis et al. 2000, Miften et al. 2001, Wieslander et al. 2001, Yorke et al. 2002, Martens et al. 2002, Spezi 2003, Cranmer-Sargison et al. 2004, Krieger and Sauer 2005, Paelinck et al. 2005 and Haedinger et al. 2005, among others.

3.3 The virtual linear accelerator
The approach proposed in this study is to implement a treatment unit, a virtual accelerator, in the TPS where the algorithm input data (profiles, depth doses, output factors, etc.) as well as the beam reference data, are generated by MC simulations (Fig. 2, left panel). Thus the consistency of the algorithm input data and the beam reference data is preserved. The MC-generated data are processed and implemented as a complete treatment unit in the TPS (Fig. 2, right panel). This approach enables the use of either source models (Papers I and II), or detailed simulations of the treatment head (Papers III and IV). An advantage of the virtual accelerator is that no difficult and time-consuming tuning of the input data is needed to match an existing accelerator. For the verification of dose calculation algorithms and studies of their inherent limitations (Fig. 2, middle panel) an exact match to an existing accelerator is not necessary. However, the virtual accelerator should be based on realistic data.
3.3.1 The Monte Carlo code

The Monte Carlo simulations in this work were performed with the EGS (Electron-Gamma-Shower) code system for electron and photon transport. Both EGS4 (Nelson et al 1985) and its enhanced successor, EGSnrc, (Kawrakow 2000, Kawrakow and Rogers 2001, Kawrakow and Rogers 2002) were used. EGS-based user codes are widely used in different parts of the radiotherapy chain. Examples of EGS code system applications are given below.

- The stopping-power ratios for electron beams used in protocols for absorbed dose determination, e.g., IAEA 2000 and AAPM 1999 (Ding et al 1995)
- The design of beam formation systems for optimal beam properties and the resulting dose distributions (Karlsson et al 1999, Northey and Zavgorodni 2002, Ye et al 2005)
- The calculation of point spread functions used for treatment planning (Mackie et al 1988)
- Dose calculation algorithms for treatment planning (Faddegon et al 1998, Ma et al 1999)
- Verification of the consistency in measured data (Boyd et al 2001)
3.3.2 The virtual photon accelerator

The virtual accelerator for 6 and 18 MV photons, introduced in Paper I, is based on MC simulations with the EGS4 user code XYZP. The simulations were performed in a Cartesian voxel grid. The code was modified to incorporate the possibility of using a photon spectrum as input data for the simulation, as well as the use of divergent beams. The accelerator head was not simulated in detail. The photon beams were instead simulated based on the divergent field possibilities in the MC code in combination with a photon spectrum (see Fig. 3a). To achieve clinical beam qualities a depth-dose equivalent spectrum was used. This simplified accelerator enables a dedicated analysis of the dose calculation in the patient or phantom.

The beam reference data presented in Paper II for the virtual photon accelerator were generated with the EGSnrc user code, DOSXYZnrc (Walters and Rogers 2002). The new version was used due to the improved performance of the code, especially concerning the modelling of interface effects (Kawrakow and Rogers 2001, Verhaegen 2002). The virtual accelerator unit in the TPS based on EGS4-generated data was used since no difference was found between algorithm input data generated by DOSXYZnrc and XYZP.

A modified EGS4 user code was also used to study the dose calculated by the TPS divided into primary\(^6\) and phantom-scatter\(^7\) components (Paper II). If desired, the dose calculated by the modified EGS4 code can be divided into

---

\(^6\) Primary dose: absorbed dose associated with photons interacting with the medium for the first time.

\(^7\) Phantom-scatter dose: absorbed dose associated with photons scattered or created in the phantom/patient.
primary dose and the dose from the first, second and multiple scattering of the photons.

3.3.3 The virtual electron accelerator

Paper III describes a virtual electron accelerator based on detailed simulations of the treatment head for 6, 12 and 18 MeV electrons (see Fig. 3b). The treatment head was modelled with the BEAMnrc code based on generic geometrical specifications of an Elekta Precise accelerator (Rogers et al 1995, Rogers et al 2002). The parameters of the initial electron source in the MC simulations were chosen to produce depth-dose distributions similar to those from common clinical electron beams. The dose distribution in the phantom was simulated with DOSXYZnrc in a Cartesian voxel grid (Walters and Rogers 2002). The user code BEAMnrc is dedicated to the modelling of radiotherapy sources and employs component modules that easily describe the geometry. In addition to information such as charge, energy, position and direction, particles can also be tagged with interaction history. This information can be stored in a so-called phase space file that can be analysed or used as a source input in subsequent simulations with, for example, DOSXYZnrc. The tagging of the particles can be used to group particles based on their interaction history, which enables detailed studies of the beam model used in the TPSs, for example.

3.3.4 Anthropomorphic phantoms

The inhomogeneity corrections in TPSs are commonly based on properties assigned from Hounsfield units (HU) determined from a series of CT images. The virtual accelerator concept enables 3D evaluation of the dose calculation in anthropomorphic phantoms based on patient CT images. Phantoms suitable for the DOSXYZnrc code are constructed by conversion of HU into materials and mass density. In this work, the emphasis was placed on the accuracy of dose calculation algorithms. Therefore, a conversion function from HU to materials and mass density that approximately match that of the TPS was used. The re-sampling of the CT data was also performed in the same way as in the TPS. This minimizes discrepancies due to mis-assignments of media between the virtual accelerator and the TPS. The validity of the specific conversion function used in the TPS was consequently not evaluated.
4 Verification of photon and electron dose calculation algorithms

The usefulness and advantages of the virtual accelerator concept for verification of dose calculation algorithms in TPSs have been demonstrated by studies of the photon algorithms in TMS\textsuperscript{8,9} and the electron algorithm in Oncentra MasterPlan (OMP)\textsuperscript{8}. The photon algorithms in TMS are the pencil beam (PB) and the collapsed cone (CC) algorithms and the electron algorithm in OMP is MC-based.

This chapter gives a brief overview of the studied dose calculation algorithms for photons and electrons. A review of the algorithms’ performance is also given, for the cases of both measurement-based verification and the application of the virtual accelerator. A comprehensive review of photon and electron dose calculations in external beam radiotherapy can be found in e.g., Ahnesjö and Aspradakis (1999), AAPM (2004) and Keall and Hoban (1996).

Dose calculation algorithms used in treatment planning can generally be classified into correction-based or model-based algorithms (Mackie \textit{et al} 1995). In correction-based algorithms the dose distribution in water is first reconstructed from measured data and then corrected to account for the actual treatment conditions, i.e., beam modifier and patient-related properties (surface contour and inhomogeneities). Model-based algorithms derive the dose distribution using physical descriptions of the treatment beam and the energy deposition within the patient. The dose calculation algorithms evaluated in this study are all model-based algorithms.

4.1 Photon dose calculation based on convolution/superposition

The essential components of the convolution/superposition technique are the photon energy fluence and the point spread function (PSF), the latter representing the local transport of released energy. The product of the energy fluence and the mass attenuation coefficient describes the total energy released per unit mass, terma. The point spread function (or energy deposition kernel) describes the energy deposited by secondary particles (charged particles and scattered photons) in volume elements around primary photon interactions as a function of position (see Fig. 4). The convolution of these two entities, the terma and the spatially invariant PSF, yields the dose distribution:

\[
D(\vec{r}) = \int_{V_{at}} T(\vec{r}') h(\vec{r} - \vec{r}') dV ,
\]

where \(T\) is the terma and \(h\) is the PSF (see Fig. 4). The terma is determined by ray-tracing through the patient/phantom taking into account attenuation and the

\textsuperscript{8} Nucletron B.V.
\textsuperscript{9} The PB and the CC algorithms are also implemented in Oncentra MasterPlan.
inverse-square law dependence. The PSFs are usually generated for mono-energetic photon beams by Monte Carlo methods (Ahnesjö et al. 1987, Mackie et al. 1988). The extension to inhomogeneous geometries is based on modifications of both the terma and the PSF. The use of spatially variant PSFs is also known as superpositioning.

The convolution calculation is, however, very time-consuming. To increase the calculation speed, the collapsed cone approximation was introduced (Ahnesjö 1989). The PSF is divided into a number of cones, each emanating from its origin, where the energy deposited within a cone is collapsed to the central ray of that cone (see Fig. 5). The cones are unevenly distributed, with a larger number of cones in the forward direction due to the forward-peaked energy release from a primary photon interaction. At large distances from the kernel origin, where a cone covers several calculation voxels, the voxel intercepting the cone axis is defined as containing all the deposited energy. The voxels not assigned any energy are compensated by energy from other collapsed cone lines. Therefore, the accuracy of the approximation decreases with increasing distance from the kernel origin. However, the relative importance of this is reduced by the rapid decrease of the PSF with increasing distance from the origin. The dose deposited in a calculation voxel is assigned to the mid-point of the voxel.

Poly-energetic PSFs in water are derived as a weighted sum of mono-energetic PSFs. The PSFs in the CC algorithm in TMS are described by a sum of two exponentials, which can be interpreted as a separation in primary and phantom-scatter components. Beam hardening with depth in the medium and off-axis softening are modelled as part of the terma. The divergence of the beam is accounted for by a slight tilt of the kernels (Ahnesjö 1989). It should be emphasized that the CC algorithm implementation in TMS calculates the absorbed dose to the medium (Ahnesjö 1989, Ahnesjö 2002, Aspradakis et al. 2003, Paper II).
Another approach to further increase the calculation speed, is the pre-integration of PSFs in the direction along the beam axis taking the beam attenuation into consideration. This integration yields so-called pencil beam kernels that describe the energy distribution around an infinitely narrow beam (see Fig. 6). The convolution of the impinging energy fluence with the PB kernel yields the dose distribution:

$$D(s, z) = \int \Psi(s', z_0) p(s - s', z) ds', \quad (7)$$

where $\Psi(z_0)$ is the impinging energy fluence distribution and $p$ the PB kernel expressed as absorbed dose per unit impinging energy fluence (see Fig. 6).

Poly-energetic PB kernels are computed as a linear combination of spectrum-weighted, mono-energetic PB kernels. The use of a spatially invariant energy spectrum ignores effects due to off-axis softening. Pre-integration leads to a semi-infinite slab approximation with overestimation of the calculated dose for small geometries, limited laterally and/or downstream. The PB kernel incorporates energy scattered from points both laterally and downstream of the dose calculation point. If there are no scattering media at these lateral and downstream points the dose will be overestimated.

The PB kernels used in the PB algorithm in TMS are based on the same PSFs as in the CC algorithm and are fitted to a sum of two exponentials describing the lateral energy spread at each depth down to 50.025 cm. The two exponentials can be interpreted as separation into primary and phantom-scatter dose (Ahnesjö et al 1992).

In the presence of heterogeneities the equivalent path length (or radiological depth) method for inhomogeneity correction is used for all dose components except for the phantom-scatter dose in the PB algorithm in TMS. This means that the depth-dependent parameters describing the dose components are extracted at a depth in water defined by the radiological depth of the calculation point, i.e., the geometrical depth in water at which the same attenuation would
have been obtained. The phantom-scatter dose is calculated in water and modulated with a correction factor. The PB algorithm in TMS calculates dose to water, $D_w$.

4.1.1 Accuracy of the photon dose calculation algorithms

The PB-calculated dose is insensitive to the phantom thickness distal to the calculation point (Hurkmans et al 1995). This missing tissue limitation may be a potential clinical problem when small geometries are involved, such as the tangential field technique for breast treatment and in the head and neck region. Deviations of up to 5-8% have been reported in tangential geometries (Knöös et al 1994, Aspradakis et al 2003). The relative importance of this semi-infinite slab approximation increases with decreasing energy and increasing field size (Hurkmans et al 1995). The reduction in phantom scatter in missing tissue geometries is predicted by the CC algorithm, with reported deviations from measurements within $\pm 2\%$ (Weber and Nilsson 2002, Aspradakis et al 2003, Nisbet et al 2004).


Dose reduction laterally of a low density medium due to changes in phantom scatter is not modelled by the PB algorithm, since it assumes water to be the scattering medium. This dose reduction is quite well predicted by the CC algorithm (Aspradakis et al 2003).

Figure 6. Schematic geometry for the pencil beam calculation.
Figure 7. Central depth-dose curves for the TiAlV (a, b) and the steel (c, d) phantoms for 6 and 18 MV, respectively (same set-up as in Paper II). Total dose, primary and phantom-scatter dose are shown. Step-shaped curves represent the virtual accelerator results and solid lines the dose calculation algorithms. The discontinuity in primary dose is indicated by the dotted region in c.

Interface effects in the presence of inhomogeneities are not modelled either by the PB algorithm (Carrasco et al 2004, Nisbet et al 2004). The CC algorithm is generally better at predicting interface effects. Changes in the scatter distribution, relative to water, in the presence of inhomogeneities are, however, not modelled by the CC algorithm, since the PSF is generated in water. This leads to limited accuracy in the prediction of the dose at interfaces (Martens et al 2002, Carrasco et al 2004, Nisbet et al 2004, Paelinck et al 2005, Paper II). The virtual accelerator results for common high-Z materials used in hip prostheses show that the CC algorithm overestimates the dose downstream of the high-Z region. The increase in the dose laterally of the high-Z region is only partially modelled and the effects in front of the region due to the increased backscatter are practically not modelled at all. The coarse resolution of the cones in these directions (laterally and backwards) also contributes to the observed differences. This is shown in Fig. 7 and Figs. 1 and 4 in Paper II.

---

10 Virtual accelerator simulations for the separation of primary and phantom-scatter dose were performed with an EGS4 based code in 5 mm voxels.
Table 4. Deviation (%) in the beam intersection point between the virtual accelerator and the CC and PB algorithms for 18 MV in two hypothetical prostate patients with CoCrMo hip prostheses.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Algorithm</th>
<th>PB</th>
<th>CC</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Four-field technique</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Uni-lateral prosthesis</td>
<td>-4</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bi-lateral prostheses</td>
<td>-10</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Three-field technique</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Uni-lateral prosthesis</td>
<td>-7</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bi-lateral prostheses</td>
<td>-16</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The dose in water beyond regions (excluding interface effects) of non-water-equivalent material is rather well predicted by both algorithms. For air, bone, and lung-equivalent media, the reported data are within 1-3% of measurements (Nisbet et al 2004, Carrasco et al 2004, Paelinck et al 2005). The deviations are generally larger for media of higher Z, i.e., media commonly used for hip prostheses (Roberts 2001, Paper II). The dose predicted by the CC algorithm beyond the high-Z regions (excluding interface effects) is in better agreement with the virtual accelerator results than the PB algorithm predictions. The agreement of the CC data is within -2 to 5% and -1 to 7% at 6 cm beyond the high-Z regions for 6 and 18 MV, respectively (see Table 2 in Paper II).

Within clinically relevant geometrical depths, the presence of high-Z media may result in radiological depths that are greater than the depth of the pre-integrated PB kernel. In Paper II, a significant deficiency was reported in the calculation model or its implementation with respect to the calculated dose at radiological depths greater than the depth of the pre-integrated PB kernel. A differentiated study of the primary and the phantom-scatter dose revealed that the deficiency was related to a large discontinuity in the primary dose. This can be seen in Fig. 7 panel c. A physical depth greater than 19 cm corresponds to a radiological depth greater than 50.025 cm.

Table 4 shows the deviation in percent in the beam intersection point between the virtual accelerator and the CC and PB algorithms for two hypothetical prostate cases, one with a uni-lateral CoCrMo prosthesis and one with bi-lateral CoCrMo prostheses. Equal doses at $z_{\text{max}}$ and a fixed source-skin-distance (SSD) were used in a three-field technique (one anterior and two lateral fields) and a four-field box technique (one anterior, one posterior and two lateral fields). The above mentioned discontinuity in the primary dose for physical depths greater than 19 cm is the reason for the larger discrepancies for the PB cases.

The ability of the virtual accelerator to separate the primary and phantom-scattered dose can be used to study the influence of inhomogeneities on these components. This possibility was used to evaluate the modelling of inhomogeneities by the PB and CC algorithms (Paper II). This differentiated
study showed that the greater disagreement beyond the high-Z region (excluding interface effects) of the PB algorithm compared with the CC algorithm was due to discrepancies in the phantom-scattered dose (see Fig. 7). Both the PB and CC algorithms predict the primary dose quite accurately apart from the expected differences within the high-Z region for the PB data, since the PB algorithm calculates $D_w$.

Another useful application of the virtual accelerator is illustrated in Fig. 8 which shows comparisons between virtual accelerator results (denoted MC in the figure) and the PB and CC algorithms for tangential treatment of a breast. Results for both 6 MV and 18 MV beams are presented. Each plan is output normalized and presented relative to the virtual accelerator plan.
Concluding remarks regarding the photon dose calculation algorithms

The accuracy of the PB algorithm depends on the level of inhomogeneity and missing tissue. The differences between the two algorithms are therefore small in, for example, pelvis cases whereas they are greater in lung and breast cases (Aspradakis et al 2003, Irvine et al 2004). The CC algorithm is preferable if metal implants are involved (Paper II).

During verification of the dose calculation algorithms in heterogeneous phantoms, the fact that the PB and CC algorithms calculate $D_w$ and $D_m$, respectively, should be considered. This should also be borne in mind when evaluating treatment plans based on CC calculations. The CC dose calculation is voxel-based which can lead to undesired smoothing effects in both the dose and density distribution if large voxel sizes are used (Weber and Nilsson 2002, Aspradakis et al 2003).

Inhomogeneity corrections are based on HU determined by a series of CT images or on manually assigned values. TMS has a built-in fixed calibration curve, where HU are converted to mass densities and a selection of a few standard tissues/materials. The validity of this fixed conversion should be tested by the user (Cozzi et al 1998). For example, Roberts (2001) found that both titanium and steel are mapped into the same mass density and material during the creation of the density matrix based on CT data, i.e., that of steel.

4.2 Electron dose calculation based on the Monte Carlo method

The dose calculation algorithm for electrons in OMP is based on a multi-source beam model combined with a MC code, the VMC++ code (Kawrakow and Fippel 2000, Kawrakow 2001), for the in-patient dose calculation. The beam model consists of a parameterized source phase space (SPS), derived from measured data, which describes the electron beam near the secondary scattering foil. This SPS consists of an energy spectrum and five parameters describing the lateral and angular distribution of the electrons. The SPS is propagated through the treatment head, with a dedicated fast MC code combined with pre-calculated scatter kernels, down to just above the last collimating structure, resulting in an exit phase space (EPS) (Ahnesjö et al 2000, Traneus et al 2001). The parameterized EPS provides the dose calculation engine, the MC code VMC++, with electrons. Detailed benchmarking has shown that the VMC++ code can agree with EGSnrc within the sub-percent level (Kawrakow and Fippel 2000).

The dose from contaminant photons produced in the treatment head is considered separately by an analytical model with parameters extracted from measured data in the bremsstrahlung tail (Nucletron 2005).

The calculated dose can be separated into the dose from direct electrons that have not interacted in the applicator, indirect electrons that have interacted in the applicator (those modelled by the scatter kernels), and contaminant photons from the treatment head. The dose calculation is performed in a voxel grid where the voxel size is automatically set by the TPS and is determined by the size of the patient. The algorithm can calculate either $D_w$ or $D_m$. 
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4.2.1 Accuracy of the electron dose calculation algorithm

Dose calculations in homogeneous water phantoms have been evaluated for both standard SSD and extended SSD, as well as for oblique incidence. This was performed for applicators with standard inserts (open field) and custom-made inserts (circular and rectangular) using the virtual accelerator based on a Monte Carlo model of an Elekta Precise accelerator (Paper III). A similar study based on measured data from a Siemens KD-2 accelerator has also been reported (Cygler et al 2004).

The differences observed, in depth doses and profiles, by Cygler et al (2004) are in the range of 2%\(^\text{11}\), with a slightly larger deviation in the build-up region (3%) and for the oblique incidence cases (3.5%). They estimated the overall uncertainty of the measurements to be less than 2.0% and the spatial resolution was 1.0 mm.

The results for the virtual accelerator (Paper III) are mainly in agreement with the findings of Cygler et al (2004), except for some discrepancies associated with large applicators for high energies, and patient-specific inserts. For 18 MeV, the dose calculation algorithm underestimates the dose profile laterally by 2-7% (local dose) for the larger applicators (14×14 and 20×20 cm\(^2\)) (see Fig. 2 in Paper III). This discrepancy is probably the result of the small difference between the diaphragm collimation and the field edge for these energy/applicator combinations. Under these conditions the relative importance of approximations and possible deficiencies in the TPS beam model may be significant. This type of discrepancy has also been observed for some clinical Elekta accelerators.

The discrepancies for the insert with a 10×10 cm\(^2\) opening in the 14×14 cm\(^2\) applicator for 6 MeV are also seen laterally in the profiles, where the dose calculation algorithm overestimates the dose by 3% (local dose). The ability of the virtual accelerator to separate direct and applicator-scatter components of the electron dose reveals that this is mainly due to overestimation of dose from direct electrons. The dose from indirect electrons is also overestimated laterally, but the relative contribution to the dose is low.

A comparison of the contaminant photon dose in the bremsstrahlung tail shows that the TPS does not model the contaminant photons generated in the insert or the modulation of the accelerator-generated photons by the insert (see Fig. 9 and Fig. 7 in Paper III). A model deficiency associated with a large underestimation of the dose from contaminant photons generated in the treatment head was found in the first implementation of the virtual accelerator, see Fig. 9. The deficiency was resolved by the vendor and the algorithm input data were processed a second time.

The accuracy of the calculated dose distribution in the presence of inhomogeneities has been studied for schematic geometries and in clinical cases (Paper IV). Cygler et al (2004) have also reported results for both high- and low-density inhomogeneities in schematic geometries of increasing complexity.

\(^{11}\)Dose differences in percentage of the dose at z\(_{\text{max}}\) in a homogeneous water phantom.
Figure 9. Contaminant photon dose profiles in the bremsstrahlung tail at 5 cm depth for the 6 MeV house-shaped insert in the 14×14 cm² applicator. The step-shaped curve represents virtual accelerator results, and the black and grey dashed curves represent the first and second implementation of data into the TPS, respectively.

Their results show larger differences for the inhomogeneous geometries than in homogeneous water phantom cases, as expected. For the simplest geometry, the aluminium slab, the measurements and calculations were within 3% (z_max dose). For the bone and air cylinder cases, discrepancies of 5-10% were observed in the vicinity of the heterogeneity, where the higher values in this range correspond to the air case. For the case with the largest degree of complexity, the trachea and spine phantom, the largest discrepancies found were 8%. They concluded that the observed differences could be partly attributed to a too large voxel size, which was 3.0 to 4.0 mm in their study.

The ability of the virtual accelerator to assess data in three dimensions was used to evaluate the performance of the electron algorithm in anthropomorphic phantoms for four cases of electron treatment: nose, parotid gland, thorax wall and spinal cord (Paper IV). Three schematic bone and air geometries were also studied. The data were evaluated in three dimensions using the γ-concept (Equations 4 and 5).

The agreement for the phantoms containing air and bone is better than that reported by Cygler et al (2004). For the 0.02 Gy/2 mm (per Gy in z_max) criteria, only about 2% of the volume receiving a dose above 0.85 Gy per 100 MU for 18 MeV have γ-values larger than unity (see Table 2 in Paper IV). This better agreement than that obtained by Cygler et al (2004) is probably due to the smaller voxel size used (2 mm) and the fact that the same voxel size was used in both set-ups. A study of the contaminant photon dose component in the dose calculation algorithm revealed that the dose was calculated as D_w, regardless of the calculation mode (D_w or D_m) used (see Fig. 2 in Paper IV).

For the clinical cases studied (Paper IV), i.e., thorax wall, parotid gland, nose and spinal cord, it can be concluded that the agreement between the virtual accelerator results and the dose calculation algorithm is generally good. With the 0.03 Gy/3 mm (per Gy in z_max) criteria, even for the worst cases, only a small volume of about 5.5-7.5 cm³ has γ-values greater than unity (see Table 3.
in Paper IV). This is well within the acceptance criteria stipulated by Van Dyk et al (1993), Table 2. Adopting the optimal goal criteria of 0.02 Gy/2 mm, 92% of the volume receiving more than 0.85 Gy/100 MU has $\gamma$-values less than unity for the worst case. The corresponding value for the volume receiving more than 0.10 Gy/100 MU is 98%.

Concluding remarks regarding the electron dose calculation algorithm

Since the algorithm is based on a Monte Carlo technique, the dose distributions are subject to statistical noise. The number of histories needed to achieve a clinically acceptable statistical uncertainty has been proposed to be 50,000 histories per cm$^2$ (cubic voxels with 3.0 to 5.0 mm sides were used). This gives a statistical uncertainty of about 1.5% or less (Cygler et al 2004, Cygler et al 2005). In the studies described in Papers III and IV, one million histories per cm$^2$ were used. This relatively large number of histories was chosen to minimize the influence of the statistical noise during the evaluation of the dose calculation.

In the studies by Cygler et al (2004) and Ding et al (2005) some of the observed discrepancies were attributed to the relatively large voxel size used in the dose calculations. This leads to a large smoothing effect of doses, especially in high-dose gradients, as well as of the material and density distribution. Effects due to the positioning of the voxel grid were also seen. Mora et al (2001) stated that a voxel size of 3 mm or less should be used in MC-based dose calculations for treatment planning. It is therefore of great importance that this parameter can be controlled by the user. It should also be easy to assess visually in the TPS to facilitate the interpretation of effects traceable to the voxelisation of the patient or phantom.

The MC-based algorithm is, as expected, superior to the PB-based algorithms in the presence of inhomogeneities (Ding et al 2005, Paper IV). However, further improvements regarding, for example, the contaminant photon dose and the electron beam model, are necessary (Papers III and IV).
5 Conclusions

The virtual accelerator concept, where both algorithm input data and beam reference data are generated with MC methods, has been found to be an advantageous approach to the verification of dose calculation algorithms for both photons and electrons. For verification of dose calculation algorithms and studies of their inherent limitations, an exact match to an existing accelerator is not necessary. The difficult and time-consuming tuning procedure, where the MC input data are iteratively modified to match an existing accelerator, can therefore be avoided.

A virtual electron accelerator incorporating a complete model of the treatment head for 6, 12 and 18 MeV electrons was generated. The implementation of this electron accelerator was generally successful for all energies, exceptions being for the larger applicators for 18 MeV, with notable deviations laterally in the profile data. These deviations are associated with shortcomings in the beam model of the TPS and have also been seen for some clinical accelerators from the same vendor. A virtual accelerator, based on a simplified treatment head, was also successfully implemented for 6 and 18 MV photons.

The virtual photon accelerator was used to demonstrate the limitation of the PB algorithm in a mediastinum geometry. The ability of the virtual photon accelerator to generate both total dose and the primary and phantom-scattered components was used to study the performance of the PB and the CC algorithms in the presence of metallic implants.

The virtual electron accelerator was used to study the performance of the MC-based dose calculation algorithm in homogeneous and inhomogeneous phantoms. Studies of the beam model and the handling of patient-specific inserts in the electron algorithm were possible due to the capability of the virtual accelerator to separate the total dose into the direct and applicator-scatter components of the electron dose and the photon contaminant dose.

The possibility of differentiated studies of beam models and the subsequent dose calculations in TPSs are advantages of the virtual accelerator. Other advantages of the virtual accelerator are the possibility of generating 3D beam reference data and constructing anthropomorphic phantoms based on patient CT data. This feature has been used to compare a) the performance of the PB and CC algorithms with the virtual accelerator in the case of tangential breast treatment, and b) the performance of the electron algorithm in three dimensions for four cases of electron treatment: nose, parotid gland, thorax wall and spinal cord.

The virtual accelerator concept offers a new means of verifying dose calculation algorithms in treatment planning systems. Properties that are difficult or even impossible to assess based on conventional measurements, e.g., dose and fluence from individual particle types and sources, can be studied. Problems associated with conventional measurements, e.g., detector limitations and accelerator stability can be avoided. The flexibility of the virtual accelerator
is high since additional beam reference data can be acquired without compromising the consistency. Beam reference data can be obtained in three dimensions in anthropomorphic phantoms, based on patient CT data, for specific treatment sites and techniques. This enables evaluation of the dose distributions and the consequences of the inherent limitations of the dose calculation algorithm in clinical situations. The virtual accelerator increases the users’ understanding of the possibilities and limitations of the dose calculation algorithm.

The possibility of comprehensive differentiated studies of the beam model and the subsequent dose calculation is also valuable for vendors. Further improvements in the overall performance of the dose calculation algorithms are facilitated as well as the isolation and identification of implementation deficiencies. The virtual accelerator concept is therefore an excellent complement to conventional measurements and analytical models.
6 Future development

Of the dose calculation algorithms currently available, MC is generally considered to be the most accurate (Mohan 1997). Commercial MC-based algorithms for electron beam treatment planning are being made available by several vendors and are being planned for photon beams. However, there is still a need for investigations of the accuracy achievable and the limitations of dose calculation algorithms. The MC-based algorithms that calculate the dose in the patient by sourcing data from a beam model may employ various approximations to achieve reasonable calculation speed in a clinical situation. The ability of the beam models to accurately account for the characteristics of the beam exiting the treatment head also determines the level of accuracy achievable.

The virtual photon accelerator presented in Papers I and II was used to verify the dose calculation in the patient/phantom. To enable comprehensive investigations of the beam models used in TPSs, this simplified accelerator should be complemented with a virtual accelerator based on detailed MC simulations of the treatment head.

Virtual accelerators should be implemented in a number of TPSs to facilitate extensive cross-comparison of the performance of different dose calculation algorithms. Virtual accelerators based on treatment heads with different designs may also be needed since the performance of the beam models of the TPSs may depend on the beam formation system used (Paper III).

Comprehensive benchmarking data sets based on the virtual accelerator concept should be made available for verification of dose calculation algorithms in TPSs for both photons and electrons. Conventional benchmarking data sets based on measurements are limited to data at specific points, are static, and may have consistency problems (Shiu et al 1992, AAPM 1995, Gifford et al 2002, Venselaar and Welleweerd 2001). It is difficult or even impossible to add new verification geometries while maintaining consistency, since the treatment units previously used for the collection of data may be outdated or may have been replaced.

A benchmarking data set based on the virtual accelerator concept can comprise the whole 3D dose distribution for all geometries. Consequently, the individual user can decide if a full 3D evaluation should be performed or if a subset of 1D or 2D distributions should be used. The flexibility of the data set will be high since new geometries for verification and algorithm input data can easily be added without compromising the consistency. Data intended for the analysis of beam models and in-patient dose calculations should be available for TPSs from different vendors. The data should be accessible in a well-known digital format for easy access and use in TPSs and other software.

A benchmarking data set based on the virtual accelerator concept would be an excellent tool for both users and vendors. It would be of great value in the verification of dose calculation algorithms due to its flexibility and the possibility of performing studies of beam models and subsequent dose calculations.
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Populärvetenskaplig sammanfattning

För många cancerpatienter är strålbehandling ett viktigt behandlingsalternativ. En framgångsrik behandling kräver att den absorberade dosen till patienten kan ges med stor noggrannhet. Detta eftersom en liten avvikelse i absorberad dos kan påverka behandlingens resultat. Strålbehandling sker idag med avancerad teknik och utrustning där osäkerheterna i varje led i behandlingskedjan måste minimeras.


Resultaten visar att konceptet med den virtuella behandlingsapparaten framgångsrikt kan användas för att studera noggrannheten i dosplaneringsystems dosberäkning. Fördelarna med detta koncept har också illustrerats i flera situationer, där motsvarande jämförelser baserade på mätningar är begränsade eller till och med omöjliga. Till exempel har noggrannheten i dosberäkningen för några vanliga patientbehandlingar studerats.

Konceptet med den virtuella behandlingsapparaten gör det möjligt att i detalj studera de modeller som beskriver strålfälten och den efterföljande beräkningen av dosfördelningen i patienten. Den virtuella behandlingsapparaten är därför ett värdefullt verktyg för både användare och tillverkare.